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EFFICIENT POD REDUCED-ORDER MODELING FOR

PARAMETRIZED NONLINEAR PDE SYSTEMS

O. LASS

Abstract. In this paper a model order reduction method for a nonlinear

elliptic-parabolic system is developed. Systems of this type arise from math-
ematical models for lithium ion batteries. A non-intrusive reduced order ap-

proach based on proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) is presented. In

addition to this the interpolation method introduced by Barrault et al. [3]
is applied in order to achieve efficient evaluations of the nonlinear coupling

terms. Numerical examples illustrate the efficiency of the proposed reduced

order modeling technique.

1. Introduction

We consider an elliptic-parabolic partial differential equation (PDE) system con-
sisting of two elliptic and one parabolic equation. Coupled multi component systems
of this type can be viewed as generalizations of mathematical models for lithium
ion batteries; see, e.g., [8, 18, 20]. The elliptic equations in the nonlinear system
of PDEs model the potentials in liquid and solid phase and the parabolic equation
the concentration of lithium ions. The three equations are coupled by a strong
nonlinear term involving the hyperbolic sine, the square root and the logarithmic
function.

The discretization of the nonlinear system of PDEs using, e.g., finite element
techniques, lead to very large systems that are expensive to solve. The goal is to
develop a reduced order model (ROM) for the nonlinear system of PDEs that is
cheap to evaluate. This is motivated by applications like parameter estimations,
optimal control and design, where repeated evaluations of the nonlinear systems are
required. Therefore the spatial approximation is realized by the Galerkin scheme
using proper orthogonal decomposition (POD); see, e.g., [13, 14, 19]. POD is used
to generate a basis of a subspace that expresses the characteristics of the expected
solution. This is in contrast to more general approximation methods, such as the
finite element method, that do not correlate to the dynamics of the underlying
system. In this paper we focus on the development of a non-intrusive model order
reduction technique. This allows the construction of ROMs independently from the
original discretizations. Hence for the construction of the ROM black box solvers
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2 O. LASS

can be used. This is different to the projection approach used in [5, 16], where
the ROMs are obtained by projecting the original algebraic systems onto the POD
subspaces. To obtain an efficient reduced order model an empirical interpolation
method (EIM) is applied [3]. This method is often used in the combination with
the reduced basis approach; see, e.g., [10, 17]. The EIM methods are very effective
in reducing the complexity of the evaluation of the nonlinear terms.

Further the POD basis generation is investigated. Under the assumption that
several simulations of the nonlinear systems have already been performed two
strategies to compute POD basis are investigated. The standard POD approach
is compared with an algorithm based on the greedy procedure. The goal is to
extract the best possible POD basis from the given data. The strategy involving
the greedy procedure is utilized to generate the POD basis functions iteratively.
Similar approaches are also used in reduced basis methods [11, 17].

The paper is organized in the following manner: In Section 2 the nonlinear
elliptic-parabolic system is formulated. Section 3 is devoted to the POD method.
The POD Galerkin approximation is then introduced in Section 4. The numeri-
cal realization of the POD Galerkin scheme is presented in Section 5. Here the
non-intrusive POD approach is illustrated in details. Different approaches for the
computation of the POD basis are presented. Moreover, the EIM is introduced to
obtain efficient reduced order models. In Section 6 numerical results are presented
to underline the efficiency of the obtained models. Finally, a conclusion is drawn
in the last section.

2. The nonlinear elliptic-parabolic system

In this section we formulate the nonlinear elliptic-parabolic system. Suppose
that Ω = (a, b) ⊂ R, a < b, is the spatial domain with boundary Γ = {a, b}. We set
H = L2(Ω), V = H1(Ω) and

Va = {ϕ ∈ H1(Ω) |ϕ(a) = 0}.

For the definition of Sobolev spaces we refer, e.g., to [1, 9]. For the terminal time
T > 0 let Q = (0, T ) × Ω and Σ = (0, T ) × Γ. The space L2(0, T ;V ) stands for
the space of (equivalence classes) of measurable abstract functions ϕ : [0, T ] → V ,
which are square integrable, i.e.,∫ T

0

‖ϕ(t)‖2V dt <∞.

When t is fixed, the expression ϕ(t) stands for the function ϕ(t, ·) considered as a
function in Ω only. Recall that

W (0, T ;V ) = {ϕ ∈ L2(0, T ;V ) |ϕt ∈ L2(0, T ;V )}

is a Hilbert space supplied with its common inner product; see [2, 6].
For a given parameter µ = (µ1, µ2, µ3) ∈ Pad ⊂ R3 the triple (y, p, q) : Q → R

satisfies the nonlinear elliptic-parabolic systems

yt(t, x)−
(
c1(x)yx(t, x)

)
x

+N (x, y(t, x), p(t, x), q(t, x);µ) = 0,(2.1a)

−
(
c2(y(t, x);µ)px(t, x)

)
x

+N (x, y(t, x), p(t, x), q(t, x);µ) = 0,(2.1b)

−
(
c3(x)qx(t, x)

)
x
−N (x, y(t, x), p(t, x), q(t, x);µ) = 0(2.1c)
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for almost all (f.a.a.) (t, x) in Q together with the homogeneous Neumann boundary
conditions for y and p

(2.1d) yx(t, a) = yx(t, b) = px(t, a) = px(t, b)

and Dirichlet-Neumann for the variable q

(2.1e) q(t, a) = 0 and qx(t, b) = I(t)

f.a.a. t ∈ (0, T ) and the initial condition

(2.1f) y(0, x) = y◦(x)

f.a.a. x ∈ Ω. The diffusion coefficients c1 and c3 are supposed to be piecewise con-
stant and positive. Further the diffusion coefficient c2 is positive and nonlinearely
dependent on the variable y and a parameter µ. Given the parameter set

Pad =
{

(µ1, µ2, µ3) ∈ R3
∣∣µ1 > 0, µ2 < 0 and µ3 ≥ 0

}
,

we consider a polynomial diffusion coefficient c2 : R× Pad → R of the form

(2.2) c2(y;µ) = (1 + µ3y)3.

The nonlinear coupling term N : Ω× Zad × Pad → R is given by

(2.3) N (x, z;µ) = χ(x)µ2
√
y sinh

(
µ1(q − p)− ln y

)
for z = (y, p, q) ∈ Zad and µ = (µ1, µ2, µ3) ∈ Pad, where χ is an indicator function,

Zad =
{

(y, p, q) ∈ R3
∣∣ y ≥ ymin

}
and ymin > 0 holds. Note that the positivity of the variable y is needed to evaluate
the term ln y in the nonlinearity (2.3). Moreover, the given initial condition y◦ :
Ω → R is bounded. With these choices (2.1) can be seen as a generalization of
a mathematical model for lithium ion batteries; see, e.g., [8, 18, 20]. Next we
introduce the function space

Z =
(
W (0, T ;V )× L2(0, T ;Va)× L2(0, T ;Vb)

)
∩ L∞(Q)3

and call the triple (y, p, q) a weak solution to (2.1) if z = (y, p, q) ∈ Z, y(0) = y◦ in
H and ∫

Ω

yt(t)ψ
y + c1yx(t)(ψy)′ +N (x, y(t), p(t), q(t);µ)ψy dx = 0,(2.4a) ∫

Ω

c2(y(t);µ)px(t)(ψp)′ +N (x, y(t), p(t), q(t);µ)ψp dx = 0,(2.4b) ∫
Ω

c3qx(t)(ψq)′ −N (x, y(t), p(t), q(t);µ)ψq dx−
∫

Γ

I(t)ψq dS = 0(2.4c)

for all ψy, ψp ∈ V and ψq ∈ Va. It follows from [20] that (2.4) admits a unique weak
solution. Therefore, the nonlinear solution operator S : Pad → Z is well-defined,
where z = S(µ) is the weak solution to (2.1) for the parameter value µ. Note that
ψf , f = {y, p, q}, denotes the test functions and can be chosen differently for each
equation.
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3. The POD method

The goal is to construct a reduced order model to solve (2.4). For this the
ansatz functions for the discretization of the nonlinear system should be chosen in
an optimal way. Let us next introduce the POD method for the infinite dimensional
system (2.4). Suppose that z = (y, p, q) = S(µ) is the weak solution to (2.1) for
a chosen parameter µ ∈ Pad. We explain the computation of the POD basis for
the variable y. Suppose that H denotes either the space H or the space V . Notice
that for q we choose H or Va. The goal is to construct a low dimensional basis by
solving the optimization problem

(3.5)


min

ψy
1 ,...,ψ

y
`y
∈H

∫ T

0

∥∥∥y(t)−
`y∑
i=1

〈y(t), ψyi 〉H ψyi

∥∥∥2

H
dt

subject to 〈ψyi , ψ
y
j 〉H = δij for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ `y,

where δij stands for the Kronecker symbol, i.e., δij = 0 for i 6= j and δii = 1. To
solve (3.5) let us define the integral operator R. For y ∈ L2(0, T ;H) let R : H→ H

be given by

Rψy =

∫ T

0

〈y(t), ψy〉H y(t) dt for ψy ∈ H.

Clearly, R is a linear bounded, nonnegative, self-adjoint operator which can be
expressed as R = YY∗, where Y : L2(0, T )→ H is defined by

Yv =

∫ T

0

υ(t) y(t) dt for v ∈ L2(0, T ).

Furthermore, the adjoint Y∗ : H→ L2(0, T ) is given by

(Y∗ψy)(t) = 〈y(t), ψy〉H for ψy ∈ H.

We shall also utilize the operator K : L2(0, T )→ L2(0, T ) defined by

K = Y∗Y

or explicitly as

(Kv)(t) =

∫ T

0

〈y(t), y(s)〉H v(s) ds for v ∈ L2(0, T ).

For the proof of the following proposition we refer to [13] or [15, Proposition 2.1].

Proposition 3.1. Except for possibly 0, K and R possess the same eigenvalues
which are positive with identical multiplicities. Moreover, ψy is an eigenfunction
associated with a nonzero eigenvalue of R if and only if Y∗ψy = 〈y(·), ψy〉H ∈
L2(0, T ) is an eigenfunction of K.

The solution to (3.5) is given by the eigenfunctions corresponding to the `y
largest eigenvalues λyi of the eigenvalue problem

Rψyi =

∫ T

0

〈y(t), ψyi 〉H y(t) dt = λyi ψ
y
i for i = 1, . . . , `y,(3.6a)

〈ψyi , ψ
y
j 〉H = δij for i, j = 1, . . . , `y.(3.6b)
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We shall utilize the POD basis {ψyi }`i=1 with respect to H = H or H = V satisfying
λy1 ≥ . . . ≥ λ

y
`y > 0,

(3.7) (Kvi)(t) =

∫ T

0

〈y(t), y(s)〉H vi(s) ds = λyi vi(t) for i = 1, . . . , `y

and

ψyi =
1√
λyi

∫ T

0

vi(t)y(t) dt ∈ H for i = 1, . . . , `y.

The obtained POD-subspace for the variable y is then denoted by

V `y = span {ψy1 , . . . , ψ
y
`y
}.

Note that ψyi ∈ V holds also for H = H. This follows from (3.6a) by using
y ∈ L2(0, T ;V ). In addition, we have the approximation error

(3.8)

∫ T

0

∥∥∥y(t)−
`y∑
i=1

〈y(t), ψyi 〉H ψyi

∥∥∥2

H
dt =

∞∑
i=`y+1

λyi .

For the solution components p and q we follow the same approach as for y. Hence

we obtain POD bases {ψpi }
`p
i=1 and {ψqi }

`q
i=1, respectively. An analogous result to

(3.8) holds for the POD bases {ψpi }
`p
i=1 and {ψqi }

`q
i=1. The introduced super-indices

y, p and q for ψ emphasize that the bases for the three solution components are
computed independently.

4. The Galerkin approximation and Reduced Order Modeling

In this section we introduce a Galerkin scheme for (2.1). Additionally, by utilizing
the POD method the reduced order model (ROM) is developed.

4.1. Discretization of the nonlinear system. To discretize the nonlinear sys-
tem (2.1) in space we use a Galerkin scheme. For this we introduce the discrete
spaces

V `g = span{ψg1 , . . . , ψ
g
`g
} ⊂ V

for g = {y, p, q}, where the ψgi ’s denote the `g basis functions. At this point we do
not make a restriction of what type of basis functions are being used. In the case of
piecewise linear finite element discretization then the ψgi ’s would denote the typical
hat functions. For our later approach we here distinguish between the discrete
spaces V `y , V `p and V `q . When using a standard finite element discretization this
distinction is in general not necessary. We proceed by introducing the standard
Galerkin ansatz of the form

y`(t) =

`y∑
i=1

y`i(t)ψ
y
i , p`(t) =

`p∑
i=1

p`i(t)ψ
p
i , q`(t) =

`q∑
i=1

q`i(t)ψ
q
i .
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Here y`i , p`i and q`i denote the time-dependent Galerkin coefficients corresponding
to the variables y, p and q. The weak form (2.4) can now be written in the semi-
discrete form as∫

Ω

y`t (t)ψ
y
i + c1y

`
x(t)(ψyi )′ +N (x, y`(t), p`(t), q`(t);µ)ψyi dx = 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ `y,∫

Ω

c2(y`;µ)p`x(t)(ψpi )′ +N (x, y`(t), p`(t), q`(t);µ)ψpi dx = 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ `p,∫
Ω

c3q
`
x(t)(ψqi )

′ −N (x, y`(t), p`(t), q`(t);µ)ψqi dx−
∫

Γ

I(t)ψqi dS = 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ `q.

Inserting the Galerkin ansatz for y`, p` and q` the obtained system can be written
in matrix-vector form. For this we introduce((

M
`g,`h
f

))
ij

=

∫
Ω

f(x)ψgjψ
h
i dx,((

S
`g,`h
f

))
ij

=

∫
Ω

f(x)(ψgj )′(ψhi )′ dx,(
N `g (y`(t),p`(t), q`(t);µ)

)
i

=

∫
Ω

N (x, y`(t), p`(t), q`(t);µ)ψgi dx,(
I`g (t)

)
i

=

∫
Γ

I(t)ψgi dS

for 1 ≤ i ≤ `g and 1 ≤ j ≤ `h and

y`(t) =
(
y`i(t)

)
1≤i≤`y

, p`(t) =
(
p`i(t)

)
1≤i≤`p

, q`(t) =
(
q`i(t)

)
1≤i≤`q

.

For ease of notation we define M
`g
f := M

`g,`g
f and S

`g
f := S

`g,`g
f . Hence we obtain

the system

M
`y
1 y`t(t) + S`yc1 y`(t) +N `y (y`(t),p`(t), q`(t);µ) = 0,(4.1a)

S
`p
c2(y`(t);µ)

p`(t) +N `p(y`(t),p`(t), q`(t);µ) = 0,(4.1b)

S`qc3 q`(t)−N `q (y`(t),p`(t), q`(t);µ)− I`q (t) = 0.(4.1c)

Note that (4.1) is a semi-discrete system since only the space domain has been
discretized. The time domain is still infinite dimensional. By introducing a dis-
cretization for the time variable this system can now be solved numerically. For
simplicity we here use an equidistant discretization of the time interval and a fully
implicit approach. For this we set y`,k ≈ y`(tk) and apply the implicit Euler method
to (4.1a) and obtain

(4.2) M
`y
1 y`,k + δtS`yc1 y`,k + δtN `y (y`,k,p`,k, q`,k;µ) = M

`y
1 y`,k−1,

where δt denotes the step size, k = 1, ..., Nt with Nt the number of time steps and

y`,0j =

∫
Ω

y◦ψ
y
j dx for j = 1, . . . , `y

the initial condition. Using (4.2), (4.1b) and (4.1c) we obtain a fully discretized
system. The resulting algebraic system is coupled and nonlinear. To solve it nu-
merically in every time step the Newton method is applied. For this we introduce
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the function F : R`y+`p+`q → R`y+`p+`q as

(4.3) F (y`,k,p`,k, q`,k) =

 F y(y`,k,p`,k, q`,k)
F p(y`,k,p`,k, q`,k)
F q(y`,k,p`,k, q`,k)


with

F y(y`,k,p`,k, q`,k) = (M
`y
1 + δtS`yc1 )y`,k + δtN `y (y`,k,p`,k, q`,k;µ)−M `y

1 y`,k−1,

F p(y`,k,p`,k, q`,k) = S
`p
c2(y`,k)

p`,k +N `p(y`,k,p`,k, q`,k;µ),

F q(y`,k,p`,k, q`,k) = S`qc3 q`,k −N `q (y`,k,p`,k, q`,k;µ)− I`q (t).

The Newton method requires the derivative of F . Hence the next step is to compute
the Jacobian J : R`y+`p+`q → R(`y+`p+`q)×(`y+`p+`q) given as

(4.4) J(y`,k,p`,k, q`,k) =


∂Fy

∂yk
∂Fy

∂pk
∂Fy

∂qk

∂Fp

∂yk
∂Fp

∂pk
∂Fp

∂qk

∂F q

∂yk
∂F q

∂pk
∂F q

∂qk


with

∂F y

∂yk
= M

`y
1 + δtS

`y
c1 + δtM

`y
∂N
∂yk

∈ R`y×`y

∂F y

∂pk
= δtM

`y,`p
∂N
∂pk

∈ R`y×`p

∂F y

∂qk
= δtM

`y,`q
∂N
∂q̄k

∈ R`y×`q

∂F p

∂yk
= C

`p,`y
∂c2
∂yk

+M
`p,`y
∂N
∂yk

∈ R`p×`y

∂F p

∂pk
= S`pc2 +M

`p
∂N
∂pk

∈ R`p×`p

∂F p

∂qk
= M

`p,`q
∂N
∂qk

∈ R`p×`q

∂F q

∂yk
= −M `q,`y

∂N
∂yk

∈ R`q×`y

∂F q

∂pk
= −M `q,`p

∂N
∂pk

∈ R`q×`p

∂F q

∂qk
= S`qc3 −M

`q
∂N
∂qk

∈ R`q×`q

and ((
C
`g,`h
f

))
ij

=

∫
Ω

f(x)ψgj (ψhi )′ dx, for 1 ≤ i ≤ `g and 1 ≤ i ≤ `h.

Then the Newton correction δdk can be computed as

(4.5) J(y`,k,p`,k, q`,k)δdk = −F (y`,k,p`,k, q`,k)

and the update is given as

(4.6) (ŷ`,k, p̂`,k, q̂`,k) = (y`,k,p`,k, q`,k) + δdk,

where ŷ, p̂ and q̂ indicate the Newton update. The method is iterative and hence
steps (4.5) and (4.6) have to be repeated until a desired stopping criteria is satisfied.
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For the convergence of the Newton method we refer the reader, e.g., to [7]. Note that
for the Newton method to converge good initial conditions are needed. Here we use
a semi-implicit time step, i.e., implicit time discretization with explicit evaluated
nonlinear terms. Further to globalize the Newton method we apply a damped
Newton iteration. Error orientated framework are known to overcome situations,
where the Jacobian matrices are ill-conditioned. Hence the Newton updates satisfy
the natural monotonicity test and global convergence can be achieved [7].

Note that there are mixed superindices in the matrices M , C and S, i.e., `g and
`h with g 6= h. This corresponds to the fact that the test and ansatz functions
are different discretizations of the space V . This means that in the Jacobian the
off diagonal elements arise from a Petrov-Galerkin scheme and hence the resulting
matrices can be rectangular. The reason for choosing different ansatz functions for
each of the variables lies in the dynamics of the nonlinear system. In order to have
the best approximate for each variable, different discretizations of the underlying
solution spaces are used.

4.2. The semi-discrete POD method. Let us now compute the ansatz functions
ψg, g = {y, p, q}, for the ROM. For this we want to apply the POD method from
Section 3. Here we assume that solutions to (2.1) are given in discrete form. This
solution is considered as the data of which the basis for the ROM will be constructed
using the POD method. This discrete solution is usually the solution of a high
dimensional discretization like the finite element, finite volume or finite difference
method. We here consider a solution given with Nx discretization points in the
space domain and Nt discretization points in the time domain for each variable. Let
us focus only on the variable y since for p and q the results are obtained analogously.
Then the numerical solution for the variable y is denoted as yNx,k ∈ RNx for
k = 0, . . . , Nt. Further we denote by x = (x1, . . . , xNx

) and t = (t0, . . . , tNt
) the

spatial and temporal grid points. We use a numerical interpolation method to
generate an infinite dimensional representation of the solution. This makes the
method independent of the original discretization type since they are all handled
in the same way. More details will be given on this in Section 5. We here use the
notation ypol(t, x) for the (piecewise) polynomial representation of the snapshots
with the interpolation property

ypol(tk, xi) = yNx,k
i for i = 1, . . . , Nx and k = 0, . . . , Nt.

Here tk represents the discretization points in time and xi the discretization points
in space. Hence it is guaranteed that the information of the data can be extracted
exactly from the polynomials. As snapshots for the POD computation we utilize
the solutions to the nonlinear system for the Nt discrete time instance. For that
purpose we reformulate (3.5) in the semi-discrete form:

(4.7)


min
{ψy

i }
`y
i=1

Nt∑
k=0

αk

∥∥∥ypol(tk, · )−
`y∑
i=1

〈ypol(tk, · ), ψyi (· )〉
H
ψyi (· )

∥∥∥2

H

subject to 〈ψyi (· ), ψyj (· )〉
H

= δij for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ `,

with αk nonnegative weights. We here set the αk to the trapezoidal weights for the
integration over the discretized time interval, i.e.,

α0 =
t1 − t0

2
, αk =

tk+1 − tk−1

2
, k = 1, . . . , Nt−1, and αNt

=
tNt
− tNt−1

2
.
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In our application we have Nt � Nx. Therefore, we determine the POD basis by
using the Nt ×Nt correlation matrix

Kij =
√
αi
√
αj〈ypol(tj , · ), ypol(ti, · )〉H.

We assume the `y largest eigenvalues of K are given in the form λy1 ≥ . . . ≥ λ
y
`y
> 0

and hence the POD basis is given by

(4.8) ψyi (x) =
1√
λyi

Nt∑
k=0

√
αk(vyi )ky

pol(tk, x),

where vyi ∈ RNt are the eigenvectors of K to the corresponding eigenvalues λyi . Note
that the POD basis is given as a linear combination of polynomials and hence are
also polynomials. The decay of the eigenvalues is essential since the approximation
error for this approach is given by

(4.9)

Nt∑
k=0

αk

∥∥∥ypol(tk, · )−
`y∑
i=1

〈ypol(tk, · ), ψyi (· )〉
H
ψyi (· )

∥∥∥2

H
=

Nt∑
i=`y+1

λyi ,

compare to Section 3. Hence if the decay is too slow the resulting ROM will be of
large dimension or one will obtain large approximation errors. There are different
approaches of computing the POD basis. In the case of Nx � Nt the approach
using the operator R can be used as introduced in Section 3. Different techniques
for the computation of the POD basis will be given in Section 5.

4.3. The reduced order model (ROM). By applying POD approach (4.7) to

each variable y, p and q one obtains the basis functions {ψy}`yi=1, {ψp}
`p
i=1 and

{ψq}`qi=1. Note that the number of computed basis functions can be different for
each of the variables. Using these in the Galerkin ansatz for the discrete system
(4.2), (4.1b) and (4.1c) we obtain the ROM. When compared to the finite element
or finite volume discretization we have a significant decrease in degrees of freedom
in the numerical approximation. For all three variables together we obtain `y +
`p + `q spatial degrees of freedom. Comparing this, for example, to a finite element
discretization with Nx spatial degrees of freedom for each variable we obtain `y +
`p+`q � 3Nx. To illustrate the efficiency of the ROM let us have a look at the decay
of the singular values for y, p and q. In Figure 4.1 (left) the decay of the eigenvalues
for the three variables is shown together with the first four POD basis functions for
the variable y (right). The settings for these results are given in Section 6, Run 1.
Since only the `g, g ∈ {y, p, q} largest eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors
are used it can be seen that the obtained dimension will be low since a fast decay
can be observed. Note that the POD basis functions are global compared to the
local structure of a finite element basis function. As a result the obtained matrices
are full. Hence it is important that the eigenvalues decay fast and the degree of the
ROM is low.

5. Numerical realization

In this section we give details on the realization of the proposed method. Differ-
ent methods for computing the POD basis are described. The focus is especially on
a non-intrusive way of the construction of the POD basis and the ROM. The goal is
to avoid any dependence of the ROM to the original problem except for the space
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Figure 4.1. Decay of the eigenvalues for the three variables y, p
and q (left) and the first four POD basis functions for the variable
y (right).

and time discretization. The ROM should be constructed entirely from the snap-
shots. Furthermore, to evaluate the nonlinearities efficiently in the reduced-order
approach an empirical interpolation method (EIM) is introduced.

5.1. POD basis and ROM computation. In Section 4.2 we introduced the
discrete POD method. There the spatial discretization is eliminated using a (piece-
wise) polynomial representation of the snapshots. In this paper cubic splines are
utilized. There are different variants of interpolation methods to avoid oscillation.
In the numerical experiments we utilize the implementation of Matlab using the
routine interp1 with the option pchip and the implementation in the GNU Scien-
tific Library (GSL) using the akima routines. The Matlab implementation is
a realization of the piecewise cubic Hermite interpolation while the GSL implemen-
tation realizes a non-rounded corner algorithm for the cubic spline interpolation.
The advantage of the GSL variant is that it can also provide derivatives of the
polynomials. The representation of the data by polynomials allows the construc-
tion of the semi-discrete POD method since the variables are infinite dimensional in
space. This is the first step to make the ROM independent from the discretization
of the data.

To obtain fully discrete POD method we have to introduce a discretization of
the inner product 〈·, ·〉H. This can be done by applying numerical integration and
one obtains for H = H

〈ypol(tj , ·), ypol(tj , ·)〉H = ypol(tj , x
int)>Wypol(tj , x

int) =

Nint∑
k=1

wky
pol(tj , x

int
k )2,

where xint are appropriately chosen points for the numerical integration of the
polynomials and

W = diag(w1, . . . , wNint
)

the weight matrix containing the Nint associated integration weights wi in the
diagonal. For the integration we use the Gauss-Legendre quadrature. Note that
we obtain an equality since the numerical integration of polynomials can be carried
out exactly. In our case we use piecewise cubic polynomials and hence a Gauss
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quadrature of order four is required. Note that this approach is not limited to
H = H but also H = V is possible. In this case additionally the derivatives of the
polynomials are included in the inner products.

To compute the POD basis the results from Section 4.2 can be directly applied.
Again for the data it is assume that Nt � Nx. The correlation matrix is given as

K = D
1
2Y >WYD

1
2 ∈ RNt×Nt ,

where Y = [ypol(t0, x
int), . . . , ypol(tNt , x

int)] and D = diag(α0, . . . , αNt) a diagonal
matrix containing the weights for the trapezoidal integration over time. Note that
the matrix K is symmetric and positive definite. Further only the first `y eigenvalues
are needed, hence efficient iterative eigenvalue solvers can be used. The POD basis
is then obtained by

ψyi (xint) =
1

λi
Y D

1
2 vi for i = 1, . . . , `y,

where vi is the i-th eigenvector of K corresponding to the i-th largest eigenvalue
λi. In the case of Nx � Nt a similar approach using the operator R is used. We
then get

R = W
1
2Y DY >W

1
2 ∈ RNx×Nx .

Then the POD basis is obtain by

ψyi (xint) = W−
1
2ui for i = 1, . . . , `y,

where ui is the i-th eigenvector of R corresponding to the i-th largest eigenvalue
λi. Again R is symmetric and positive definite. Note that the computation of
W

1
2 and W−

1
2 is very cheap since these matrices are diagonal matrices. Further

both approaches are linked by the singular value decomposition of Y = W
1
2Y D

1
2

with the property Y vi = σiui and σi =
√
λi. For a comparison of the different

approaches the reader is referred, e.g., to [16].

The POD basis {ψyi }
`y
i=1 obtained by the above introduced methods are evalua-

tion of polynomials at the integration points. Using equation (4.8) the polynomial
representation can also be obtained. Due to the polynomial origin of the basis
functions the derivatives can be computed easily. Using this we can now generate
the discrete ROM from the system given by equations (4.2), (4.1b) and (4.1c) by
evaluating the corresponding integrals. These integrals can again be computed by
introducing integration points and corresponding weights. This construction makes
the ROM independent of the original discretization. The ROM is computed entirely
from the data provided through the snapshots. This is in contradiction to other
approaches which often require the availability of the system matrices from the full
discretization to perform a projection, compare [5, 16], where the standard POD
method is applied to similar systems.

5.2. Multiple snapshot sets. Let us now consider the case that multiple snap-
shot sets are available. Here different values for the parameter µ are considered.
This is the case if already several simulations of the nonlinear system have been
carried out for different parameter settings of µ. Now all this data should be
used to generate the best possible ROM. To the given data we can apply the in-
terpolation as introduced previously. We then can denote the snapshot sets as
Yk = [ypol

µi
(t0, x

int), . . . , ypol
µi

(tNt , x
int)] for k = 1, . . . , Ns. Note that we here indi-

cate the dependency of ypol on the parameter µ explicitly by a subindex for clarity.
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Let us assume that Nt is the same for all the snapshot sets. This is not a constraint
but more of a simplification of notation. We want to look at two approaches for the
computation of the POD basis. One approach is to apply the POD method straight
to the data while the other uses a greedy algorithm, motivated by the reduced basis
method [4, 10, 11, 12].

Let us start with the application of the POD method applied to multiple snapshot
sets. The idea is to treat all the sets equally by considering them as one set. For
this let us introduce Y = [Y1, . . . , YNs

]. Then the correlation matrix can be set up
as

K̃ = D̃
1
2Y>WYD̃

1
2 ∈ RNsNt×NsNt ,

where D̃ = diag(D, . . . ,D) ∈ RNsNt×NsNt is a block diagonal matrix and D as

previously introduced. The matrix K̃ can become very large if Ns is large and
Nx � NtNs holds. For this reason using the approach

R̃ = W
1
2YD̃Y>W

1
2 ∈ RNx×Nx ,

can be a better choice and lead to smaller dimensions. Alternatively also a singular
value decomposition can be applied as described previously. The POD basis will
be obtained as described before. Both these approaches suffer from the problem
that computing the matrix K̃ or R̃ is computationally very expensive and might
therefore not be feasible in some cases.

Let us now look at the greedy type approach. Computing POD basis functions
for the ROM utilizing the greedy method is a standard approach in the reduced
basis method for parametrized systems. In the case of time dependent problems
this technique was combined with the POD method [11]. In the case here the
greedy algorithm will be used to extract a basis from the given snapshot sets.
This procedure belongs to the group of strong greedy procedures. Compared to
the more frequently used weak greedy procedures this method does not benefit
from rapid computable error estimators [4]. In the approach presented here the
true projection error is used as an error indicator. The advantage of this strategy is
that the equation under investigation can easily be exchanged without changing the
algorithm. Further since it is used to extract a basis of already computed snapshots
it is also computationaly efficient. The presented approach is similar to [12]. The
main difference to the standard reduced basis method is that the snapshot sets are
given and are not computed during the procedure. By using a greedy procedure

problem of computing the basis is split up in subproblems and the basis {ψyi }
`y
i=1

will be build iteratively. Given Ns snapshot sets, in every iteration the worst
approximated snapshot set is chosen to enrich the POD basis. As an indicator we
define the projection error over the space-time cylinder, i.e., Q = Ω× [t0, tNx

]. This
approach has the advantage that no further information other than the given data
is required.

The detailed algorithm is given in Algorithm 1. By ΠV `y the orthogonal projec-
tion on V `y with respect to the inner product H is denoted. Further the PODL

routine extracts the first L POD basis functions obtained by the best fit property
(4.7). Here either of the approaches introduced in Section 5.1 can be used to obtain
the POD basis. Algorithm 1 always return an orthonormal basis and no further
orthogonalization has to be applied since the basis is computed of the projection
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Algorithm 1 (The POD-Greedy Algorithm)

Require: Ns snapshot sets Yk = [yNx,0, . . . , yNx,Nt ] associated to different param-
eter settings, tolerance εPOD for the projection error

1: Ψ← PODL(Y1), V `y = span(Ψ)
2: Compute projection error for all Ns snapshot sets

Ek = ‖Yk −ΠV `y (Yk)‖2H(Q) =

Nx∑
i=0

αi‖ypol
µk

(ti, · )−ΠV `y (ypol
µk

(ti, · ))‖2H

3: while max(Ek) > εPOD do
4: k ← arg maxk=1,...,Ns

Ei
5: Ψ← PODL(Yk −ΠV `y (Yk)), Ψ← Ψ ∪Ψ, V `y = span(Ψ)
6: Recompute projection errors Ek for all Ns snapshot sets using Ψ
7: end while
8: return POD basis Ψ
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Figure 5.1. Decay of the eigenvalues for the three variables y, p
and q (left) and the first four POD basis functions for the variable
y (right).

residuals which are orthogonal to the previously obtained basis. The orthonormal-
ity of the basis is even preserved in the case that a snapshot set is selected more
than once. Note that the computation of the projection error in Algorithm 1 can
be implemented very efficiently since each Ek only depends on Yk and hence the
evaluation can be done in parallel. Moreover, the dimension of the POD basis is
determined by the algorithm and does not have to be set priorly.

Let us shortly compare the obtained POD basis from the two described methods.
The settings to obtain these results are given in Section 6, Run 2. In Figure 5.1
(left) the decay of the eigenvalues for the three variables y, p and q is shown together
with the first four POD basis for the variable y. In Figure 5.2 (left) the decay of
the projection error for the variable y is shown for different choices of L. It can be
seen that the projection error decays equally fast for all the three choices. When
computing the basis a larger L can achieve a faster basis computation but can also
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Figure 5.2. Decay of the projection error in y for different values
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lead to a larger basis. The obtained POD basis for L = 1 is shown in Figure 5.2
(right). It can be seen that both methods deliver a very similar shaped POD basis.
Note that by using a different L in Algorithm 1 the basis might be obtained in a
different order.

5.3. Empirical interpolation methods (EIM). When applying the POD basis
to nonlinear problem one retains the dependency on the dimension of the provided
data, the snapshots. When looking at the nonlinear term N `g for g ∈ {y, p, q}
we observe that the integral has to be evaluated on the whole domain Ω, i.e on
the number of discretization points in space Nx. Further the nonlinearity is not
evaluated at the variables y`, p` and q` but rather at y`, p` and q`. This means that
one has to expand the reduced solution to the full discretization of the snapshots
in order to integrate the nonlinear term. Hence the ROM is not independent of
the dimension of the provided discretization and one obtains a high computational
complexity. In the case of nonlinear terms this means that expensive evaluations of
nonlinear terms have to be carried out throughout the simulation process. Therefore
the empirical interpolation method (EIM) is utilized. This method was introduced
in [3] and is often used in combination with the reduced basis approach [10]. The
EIM algorithm is based on the greedy algorithm. We will now discuss the basic idea
and its application to the nonliearities in this application. The goal is to develop a
method to efficiently evaluate the integral

(5.1)
(
N `g (y`(t),p`(t), q`(t);µ)

)
i

=

∫
Ω

N (x, y`(t), p`(t), q`(t);µ)ψgi dx

for g ∈ {y, p, q}. Let us define

n(t;µ) = N (x, y`(t, x), p`(t, x), q`(t, x);µ).

Using the EIM, the goal is to approximate n(t;µ) by a Galerkin ansatz of the form

n(t;µ) ≈
`EIM∑
k=1

φkck(t;µ),
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where φk is a linear independent basis, ck are coefficients depending on t and µ,
and `EIM is the dimension of the EIM basis. Inserting this ansatz into (5.1) the
nonlinear term N `g can be approximated as

N `g (y`(t),p`(t), q`(t);µ) ≈
`EIM∑
k=1

φ
`g
k ck(t;µ) with

(
φ
`g
k

)
i

=

∫
Ω

φkψ
`g
i dx

for i = 1, . . . , `g and g ∈ {y, p, q}. The φ
`g
k can be precomputed and hence make

ROM independent of the dimension of the space discretization from the given data.
The computation of the basis φk, k = 1, . . . , `EIM, is based on the greedy al-

gorithm [3]. The EIM method returns the basis φk and associated interpola-
tion points xEIM

k . We use the EIM method in a discrete version, i.e., on the
evaluation of the nonlinear term at the discrete data. Hence the interpolation
points xEIM = (xEIM

1 , . . . , xEIM
`EIM

) are points chosen from the space discretization

x = (x1, . . . , xNx) and given as indices ℘EIM
k . Since the EIM is an interpolation

method the interpolation property is fulfilled, i.e.,

Pn(t;µ) = P

(
`EIM∑
k=1

φkck(t;µ)

)
,

where the matrix P = (e℘EIM
1

, . . . , e℘EIM
`EIM

) with e℘EIM
i

= (0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0)> ∈
RNx a vector with all zeros and at the ℘EIM

i -th row a one. From this property and
the fact that the nonlinearity is evaluated pointwise we can compute the coefficient
as

(PΦ) c = N (xEIM, y`(t, xEIM), p`(t, xEIM), q`(t, xEIM)),

with Φ = (φi, . . . , φ`EIM) and c = (c1, . . . , c`EIM)>. Here it is assumed that (PΦ) ∈
R`EIM×`EIM is invertible. The nonlinearity only has to be evaluated at `EIM points.
Depending on the EIM method the matrix (PΦ) has different properties and hence
the computation of the coefficient can be carried out very efficiently. A comparison
of different interpolation methods has been investigated in [16].

The EIM method is also applied to the nonlinear diffusion coefficient c2(y;µ).
Again for c2 a Galerkin ansatz is carried out and we get

S
`p
c2(y`;µ)

≈
`EIM∑
k=1

S
`p
φk
ck.

The quantities S
`p
φk

can be precomputed and the computation of the coefficients
ck can be done efficiently as described before. Therefore the obtained ROM again
becomes independent from the space discretization of the data. Analogous is the
approach for the other nonlinear terms arising in the Newton method.

For completeness in Algorithm 2 the procedure for computing the EIM basis
utilized in this article is presented. Note that here the provided data is used to
drive the algorithm. When several snapshot sets are available they are treated as a
single snapshot set and Algortihm 2 is applied to it. In the algorithm Φ℘EIM denotes

the rows of the vector or matrix Φ corresponding to the indices ℘EIM. Again the
algorithm is only provided with a tolerance for the interpolation error and returns
the basis and points of the required size `EIM. No prior knowledge of the size of
`EIM is needed.
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Algorithm 2 (The empirical interpolation method (EIM))

Require: Tolerance εEIM and snapshots N (x, yNx,k,pNx,k, qNx,k;µ) for k =
0, . . . , Nt

1: k ← arg maxj=0,...,Nt ‖N (x, yNx,j ,pNx,j , qNx,j ;µ)‖∞
2: ξ ← N (x, yNx,k,pNx,k, qNx,k;µ)
3: idx ← arg maxj=1,...,Nx

|ξj |
4: φ1 ← ξ/ξ{idx}
5: Φ = [φ1] and ℘EIM = idx
6: Solve Φ{℘EIM}cj = N (x, yNx,j ,pNx,j , qNx,j ;µ){℘EIM} for j = 0, . . . , Nt
7: k ← arg maxj=0,...,Nt

‖N (x, yNx,j ,pNx,j , qNx,j ;µ)− Φcj‖∞
8: while ‖N (x, yNx,k,pNx,k, qNx,k;µ)− Φck‖∞ > εEIM do
9: ξ ← N (x, yNx,k,pNx,k, qNx,k;µ)

10: idx ← arg maxj=1,...,Nx |(ξ − Φck){j}|
11: φi ← (ξ − Φck)/(ξ − Φck){idx}
12: Φ← [Φ, φi] and ℘EIM ← [℘EIM, idx ]
13: Solve Φ{℘EIM}cj = N (x, yNx,j ,pNx,j , qNx,j ;µ){pEIM} for j = 0, . . . , Nt
14: k ← arg maxj=0,...,Nt

‖N (x, yNx,j ,pNx,j , qNx,j ;µ)− Φcj‖∞
15: end while
16: return Φ and ℘EIM

5.4. Comparison. The presented approach of generating the ROM relies on the
weak formulation of the problem and does not require any additional information
from the original system. It is non-intrusive since the ROM is entirely generated
from the provided snapshots. The only link to the original problem is the discretiza-
tion which is used for the integration. There are several differences compared to the
standard ROM approaches, which are based on the projection of the original sys-
tem onto the subspace spanned by the POD basis. The most significant difference
is that no system matrices are needed from the original discretization since they
are computed in the reduced form and are not projected. On the other hand this
strategy results in a larger implementation effort, where as the projection approach
can be implemented very easy. Another observation is that the presented reduced
order modeling technique performs better when no EIM is available. This can be
the case when the nonlinear term is not known, i.e., a parameter in an optimization
process. The pros and cons are summarized in Table 5.1. With integration we refer
to the proposed approach while with projection we refer to the standard approach
which was also used in [16] for similar equations. Further numerical comparisons
are carried out in Section 6 to underline the differences.

6. Numerical experiments

In this section some numerical results comparing the proposed approach of inte-
gration with the more common approach using a projection are presented. Errors
with respect to a finite element reference solution are presented and the performance
gain of the different approaches is compared.

In the presented numerical results we use the following settings. The system
under consideration is (2.1). For the domain Ω the one dimensional interval [0, 5]
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Pros Cons

Integration

• Independent of original dis-
cretization

• More efficient when no EIM
available

• More implementation efforts

Projection

• Easy to implement • Need of original system matri-
ces (Ψ>SΨ)

• Inefficient when no EIM avail-
able

Table 5.1. Comparison of two different reduced order modeling approaches.

is chosen. The linear diffusion coefficients are set to

c1 =

{
2 x ∈ [0, 2] ∪ [3, 5],
1 else,

c3 =

{
1 x ∈ [0, 2] ∪ [3, 5],
0.001 else.

Further the nonlinear diffusion coefficient is chosen as (2.3) and the nonlinearity N
is set to

N (x, y, p, q;µ) =

{
µ2
√
y sinh

(
µ1(q − p)− ln y

)
x ∈ [0, 2] ∪ [3, 5],

0 else.

For the discretization in space we choose 1000 discretization points and second
order finite elements. This results in 1999 degrees of freedom. When using the
finite element method we use the same ansatz and test functions for each of the
variables. The time interval [0, T ], T = 4, is discretized in 400 equidistant steps.
For the time dependent boundary (2.1e) we choose

I(t) =
t

2
sin(2πt).

As initial condition for the time dependent variable y we use y◦(x) = 1. With these
settings the snapshots are generated. The values for the parameter µ together with
the settings for the POD and EIM method are described for each of the numerical
experiments individually.

6.1. Run 1. In this numerical test we want to see how good the solution can be
recovered by the ROM. For the parameter µ we choose (1,−1, 0.5). We use the
finite element solutions to compute the POD basis. This basis is then used to
generate the ROM.

To measure the accuracy of the POD method with respect to the finite element
method the average relative error is introduced in the form

(6.1) εy =
1

Nt

Nt∑
i=0

‖yNx(ti)− y`(ti)‖L2(Ω)

‖yNx(ti)‖L2(Ω)
,

where Nt is the number of time steps and ti the discretization points in time. By
yNx the finite element solution is denoted and by y` the reduced order solution.
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In the experiment we use 9 POD basis functions for the variables y and p and 8
POD basis functions for the variable q. Further, we choose εEIM = 10−9 as tolerance
for the interpolation error in Algorithm 2 which results in 31 EIM basis functions
for each of the two nonlinear terms. In Table 6.2 the relative average errors in each
of the variables is compared for the two different approaches. By projection we
denote the classical model order reduction approach, where the original problem is
projected to obtain a ROM. Note that for this approach the matrices of the original
problem are needed. By integration we denote the new approach, where the integrals
to obtain the the ROM are evaluated exactly with the help of polynomials. It can
be seen that both methods deliver the same accuracy. Further in Table 6.2 also the
application of the EIM method is investigated and its effect on the relative error.
Also here it can be seen that there are no significant differences.

Projection Integration
L∞ L2 L∞ L2

εy 4.4290× 10−5 2.2605× 10−5 7.3189× 10−5 3.5286× 10−5

ROM εp 3.3028× 10−5 2.2785× 10−5 4.9109× 10−5 3.6869× 10−5

εq 3.1712× 10−5 2.6428× 10−5 7.3370× 10−5 6.4670× 10−5

εy 4.4290× 10−5 2.2605× 10−5 7.3189× 10−5 3.5286× 10−5

ROM-EIM εp 3.3029× 10−5 2.2785× 10−5 4.9109× 10−5 3.6869× 10−5

εq 3.1712× 10−5 2.6428× 10−5 7.3370× 10−5 6.4670× 10−5

Table 6.2. Comparison of the average relative errors when using
the two different approaches for the computation of model order
reduction and with and without EIM.

To compare the the performance further we have a look at the computational
time. Table 6.3 compares the time for the different model order reduction ap-
proaches and the application of the EIM method. Moreover, also a comparison to
the finite element method is shown. Note that both model order reduction methods
perform very similar when EIM is used. Compared to the finite element method a
speedup factor of approximately 40 can be achieved. When EIM is not used one
can see the advantage of the new approach. Here still a speedup factor of approx-
imately 7 can be achieved using the approach which is independent of the finite
element method.

Projection Integration FEM
EIM 2.36 2.33 −

NO EIM 38.1 13.5 92.1

Table 6.3. Comparison of the simulation time in seconds needed
by the different methods.

6.2. Run 2. In the second numerical experiment we focus on the performance of
the ROM using the integration approach. For this we introduce a sample set for
the parameter µ and test how good the approximation of the ROM is when we
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Figure 6.1. Run 5.2: Average relative error for the sample (left)
and the test (right) set using Greedy-POD with EIM.

choose parameters of a test set. Let us start with the settings. As our sample set
we choose

µ ∈ {1, 2, 3} × {−3,−2,−1} × {0.5, 1, 1.5}.
This gives 27 possible combinations for which we will solve the FE model. Then
we use the POD approach to compute a POD basis from the obtained snapshots.
Here the two methods described in Section 5.2 will be utilized. In the Greedy-POD
approach we set the tolerance for the projection error to εPOD = 10−10 and the
increment L = 2. This settings lead to 18 POD basis functions for the variable
y, 16 for the variable q and 14 for the variable q. For the approach not using the
greedy algorithm the same number of POD basis functions are used for comparison.
For the EIM method we choose the tolerance εEIM = 10−9 which results in 48 basis
functions for N and 47 for c2. To test the obtained results from the ROM we
introduce a test set

µ ∈ {0.5, 1.5, 2.5, 3.5} × {−3.5,−2.5,−1.5,−0.5} × {0.25, 0.75, 1.25, 1.75}.
The test set gives us 64 possible combinations for the choice of the parameter µ.
To measure the performance of the ROM we look at the average relative L2 error
as previously introduced.

In Figure 6.1 the results using the Greedy-POD approach is shown. The left plot
shows the error for the sample set and the right plot the error for the test set. It
can be seen that the ROM performs very well with error in the range of 10−5 which

is also the setting for the projection error (
√
εEIM). The result for the ROM not

using the Greedy-POD algorithm for the basis generation are shown in Figure 6.2.
It can be seen that both approachs obtain a very similar accuracy measured in
average relative errors. In Table 6.4 the computational time for the generation of
the ROM is shown. Since the parallel implementation provided by Matlab can
not be apply to this problem in an sophisticated way, there is very little difference
in the computation times.
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Figure 6.2. Run 5.2: Average relative error for the sample (left)
and the test (right) set using POD with EIM.

Greedy-POD POD EIM FEM ROM ROM-EIM
CPU time (s) 29 30 45 ∼ 100∗ ∼ 14∗ ∼ 2.5∗

Table 6.4. CPU time in seconds for the different basis generation
procedures (Greedy-POD, POD, EIM) and for solving the nonlin-
ear system (FEM, ROM, ROM-EIM). (∗ CPU time varies due to
different parameter choices for µ.)

7. Conclusions

In this paper the POD method is utilized to developed a non-intrusive ROM for
a nonlinear elliptic-parabolic system. It was shown that the basis computation can
be carried out in a black box manner. Compared to the sandard ROM approaches,
the presented technique can generated the ROM independetly from the original
discretization, i.e., no system matrices from the original discretization are needed.
It turns out that the proposed method competes well with the standard implemen-
tation of projection. Very good speed up factors can be achieved with and without
the empirical interpolation method.
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